
Honors Chemistry  2021-2022
Overview

Honors Chemistry is a science course designed to have students investigate the physical and chemical properties of
matter. The course is designed for the more motivated, capable, and self-directed student.  It is a laboratory and
experiment based course.  You will be writing technical reports, developing your scientific processing skills, and
improving your critical thinking skills through data analysis and experimental design.

Topics of Study

Trimester A:  Atomic models of matter, Atomic Structure, Electrons in Atoms, The Periodic Table

Trimester B:  Bonding, Formulas & Nomenclature, Chemical Reactions, Stoichiometry, Thermochemistry

Lab Topics (both trimester A and B): Measurement, Conservation of Mass, Characteristic Properties of Matter,
Solubility, Separation of Mixtures

• These topics reflect the Oregon Content Standards for Physical Science and Scientific Inquiry.

What You Need

√ Bound notebook (not a notepad or tablet)
Each student will be required to keep a lab notebook. Only work done in Honor Chemistry will be completed in
this lab book.  The lab book is your reference for experiments done throughout the entire year of class.
You will need a graph paper composition booklet. The ideal notebook would be quadrille (graph paper, 5
squares per inch). You can find them easily on amazon. No three ring binders will be accepted.

√ Package of Graph paper (4 or 5 squares per inch works best.) If your notebook is quadrille lined, you will still
need graph paper for other projects.

√ Colored Pencils To highlight and detail your diagrams in your lab book and projects.

√ Straight edge A small clear ruler or a small protractor would work best.

√ Calculator Nothing fancy is needed but you should have it with you every day. Your ipad can work, but not when
we are back in school for quizzes or tests.

Grading

A= 90% and higher         B= 80% to 89%   C= 70% to 79%       D= 60% to 69%         F= 59% and lower

The percentage will be determined by the sum of all earned points for the semester (or at the time the grade is
computed.)  This means that scores are cumulative from the beginning to the end of the semester.

The grade computed will reflect a student’s progress toward fulfilling the Oregon Content Standards.

The final grade will have assignments weighted as follows:

70% Summative Assessments (summative Lab Write-ups in lab book, unit tests, semester final exam/project)
30% Formative Assessments  (ck12 progress and completion, formative quizzes, homework assignments)



Attendance
Attendance is required and expected according to Hood River County School District policies.  To receive credit for
work missed during an absence; the work must be turned in within a time frame not to exceed the length of the
absence.  Unexplained late papers will have points deducted from the possible allowed. Students can turn in
homework late for ½ credit anytime up to the day of the test for that unit. No late work will be accepted after the
unit exam.  If you miss a lab during an absence you must make arrangements with your instructor to make up the
lab within an agreeable timeframe.   Due to the time required to set-up and perform these experiments, all
makeup experiments must be done after school or a time designated by the instructor. Missed work still needs to
be taken care of quickly because of the risk of falling far behind.

Dress Code

Honors Chemistry is a lab intensive science course. As such, safety during experiments will be of primary
importance.  To participate in lab, students must arrive to class dressed appropriately.  Appropriate attire is as
follows:

⇒ Full length jeans or pants. Not tights or leggings. (cotton preferred)
⇒ Closed toed and closed heel shoes
⇒ Crew neck T shirt or sweatshirt (cotton preferred)

In addition, no floppy sleeves, dangling jewelry, etc. will be allowed.  Long hair and bangs must be tied or secured
back so as not to be a chemical or flame hazard. Safety goggles must always be worn in the laboratory area.

Class Expectations
• Attend class daily.  If you have to be absent, it is your responsibility to get any missed assignments/information.
Since class is lab intensive, you must make up any missed experiment ASAP for further experiments to make sense.

• Always bring all materials to class.  High school students are expected to arrive in class with their text, Lab
notebook, paper, pencil, labs, iPad, etc.  In this class, at different times, you will need to have a lab book, graph
paper, colored pencils, straight edge, and calculator.

• Do not distract other students from their learning.

• Be in your seat and ready to work when the tardy bell rings.  All students are expected to arrive to class on time.
If you are tardy by 10 minutes or more, you will be marked absent (by school policy.)

• All students are expected to complete their own work.  If an assignment is plagiarized or otherwise “copied” the
school policy in the student handbook will be followed.

• The Hall pass can be used with permission.  The time allowed out of class is not to exceed five (5) minutes.   Only
one (1) student at a time will be allowed out of the room.  Passes may be used only during breaks, or time in class
when students are working on their own.  Do not interrupt the class or instructor to ask to leave the room.

• Texts
Introductory Physical Science Science Curriculum Inc., 2005 Chemistry, Pearson, 2017

Instructors:
Mr. Weiseth
Email: tegner.weiseth@hoodriver.k12.or.us Phone/voicemail: (541) 386-4500 ext 3827

Mr. Haspela
Email: kevin.haspela@hoodriver.k12.or.us Phone/voicemail: (541) 386-4500 ext 4677



HRVHS Classroom Policies

Assignments
All assignments and due dates are
posted in Google Classroom.

Do Don’t

Follow your teacher’s
directions for when and
how to turn in work (on
paper or online.)

Email assignments, or
submit them in other
ways, unless your
teacher tells you to.

Absences and Make-ups
You get one additional class day per
absence to turn in work for full credit.

After that it is “late work.”

Do Don’t

Check Google Classroom
to see assignments you
missed, then talk to your
teacher.

Interrupt class to ask
what you missed.

Late Work
Late work is worth 50% and no work will
be accepted after the unit exam.

An assignment is “late” if it is not ready
when your teacher says it must be
turned in.

Do Don’t

Talk to your teacher if
you might not finish on
time.

Expect your teacher to
be flexible about
deadlines.

Retakes
Major assessments may be retaken or
revised.

Do Don’t

Talk to your teacher
before starting a retake
or revision.

Waste time with rushed
retakes or low-e�ort
revisions.



Corrections and additional practice
may be required.

Bathroom
One student at a time. You must take
the pass. Be quick.

Not following the bathroom policy is a
“Behavior Problem.”

Do Don’t

Ask before leaving and
take no more than
5 minutes.

Interrupt class or draw
attention to yourself.

Tardy
You may be marked late if you are not
in the classroom and ready to learn
when the bell rings.

More than three tardies in a semester is
a “Behavior Problem.”

Do Don’t

If you are tardy, take
your seat quietly and
start working right away.

Interrupt class to argue
about or explain a tardy.

Behavior Problems
“Behavior Problems” happen  when a
student does not follow classroom or
school policies and expectations.

Consequences may include:
- Review classroom and PBIS

expectations
- Classroom consequence
- Contacting parents

For major or repeated behavior
problems, your teacher may write a
referral to the principal.

Do Don’t

Follow teacher
directions the first time
they ask.

Argue with teachers
about problems in front
of others.




